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Editorial:

Lobo
Merit Badge
The faculty yesterday rejected out
of hand a proposal for a
representative faculty senate. The
faculty then must have a suggestion
box waiting for any means of solving
the problems the faculty senate was
designed to solve.
The three major housekeeping
activities needed in the
faculty-streamlining the committee
structure, providing a more efficient
means of handling student grievances
and finding a means to prevent
faculty time wasting in procedural
hassles in open meeting-cannot be
solved merely by letting things ride.
The present piecemeal approach
to reviewing committees is not likely
to meet the North Central
Accrediting Assn. mandate for
"improved effectiveness" in
University decision-making by June,
1971. What is needed is an overhaul
of the methods of committee
appointment, delegation cf
committee responsibilities and means
of securing student representation on
all major committees. Only a major
re-organization of the faculty can
provide those necessities.
In the past however, the faculty
has been loath to abolish or
re-constitute any given committee,
presumably serving such action for
some unspecified academic rainy
day.
That students can be integrated
more fully into the University
governance structure without such a
major overhaul is doubtful.
·
The faculty has shown very little
interest, as a body, for a stronger
student voice in decision-making. A
senate would have put elected
representatives of each group

together in a working-size body to
do some hard bargaining for student
power.
The most precious right of the
faculty, as shown by yesterday's vote
is the right to speak on anything
from placement of semicolons in a
new proposal to opposing theories of
· education in open meeting, despite
the press of business.
Pure democracy is admirable but
difficult to sustain with a body of
over 500 persons.
If the faculty continues to
indicate it cannot or will not be
responsible to the needs of the
University then it might be time for
the Regents to step in and reorganize
for them. That is something we
would hate to see-particularly in
light of the recent Study Committee
report-but it may be the only
alternative to the faculty's continued
insistence on doing nothing and
doing it as a body.
Casey Church

Letters:
Disassociation
To the Editor:
As members of the radical
community we cannot support any
of the candidates for the ASUNM
Senate except for the following: The
Brotherhood, John Lieuwen and
Don Fersh.
We also denounce the candidates
endorsed by Concerned Students, a
group of 29 students who did not in
any way represent the student body
at the University. The candidates
endorsed by this elitist group were

-~--------

the products of compromise and
railroading. As representatives of
Students for a Democratic Society
the Mobilization Committee and th~
Marinus Van der Lubbe Historical
Society we cannot compromise our
conscience and mu~t emphatically
state that these candidates endorsed
by Concerned Students do not
reflect our endorsements.
We attended the meeting of
Concerned Students in the naive
hope that some constructive
endorsements could be made. The
farcical nature of this meeting and
the often slanderous and biased
comments of the chairman made this
impossible from the start. It was
only our mistake that we stayed and
added legitimacy to this shuck.
Dough Nance for Students for
Democratic Society
Larry McGehee for Student
Mobilization Committee
Stuart Dyson for Marinus Van der
Lubbe Historical Society
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WASHINGTON (UPI)- given little chance of approval this
President Nixon asked Congress year by the lame duck session of
Wednesday for an additional Congress.
$1. 0 3 5 bill ion in foreign aid,
Leading the supplemental
chiefly to help Israel offset the request was $500 million in credits
Soviet Missile buildup in the Suez for Israeli purchase of warplanes
Canal Zone and to bolster the and other sophisticated military
Communist-threatened equipment already committed to
Cambodian military.
the Tel Aviv government. Nixon
Nixon said the request, coming said he would prefer curbing
on top of $2.2 billion previously Middle East arms shipments, but
sought, was required to help the that Soviet Arms aid forced him to
United States "reduce our direct "preserve the delicate military
involvement abroad." But it was balance" there.

MeTTY (?)Old England

Panties Si, Justice No

•

By United Press International
LONDON-A 21-year-old girl
who dashed into Carnaby Street
wearing only a pair of pink panties
was fined $12 Tuesday for causing
an obstruction.

The University
As A
Feudal System

'

UNM students pay their usual
close regard to last-minute pleas
for votes from ASUNM Senate
candidates while one ardent
electioneer graphically illustrated
his concern for campus ecology.

Ho, Ho, Hum

Reprinted from the ·
not, unfortunately, mutual course load requirements from the
UCLA Daily Bruin .
changes they want in the uniwrsity,
institutions for everyone, but,
The author of this article, instead, organizations serving only academic senate.
they
abandon these "channels" for
The senators said no.
Donnybrook, said he owes much to those in a specific category. These
either unsanctioned activitv or
Professors, working through the
the UCLA ombudsman for thoughts institutions are ineffectual because
apathy. 'fhat is why stud~nts
academic senate at about the same
expressed in the article.
demonstrate, throw rocks and burn;
they cannot surmount the general time, were unable to retain Angela
The campus community does not authoritarian framework in which
that
is why less than 5000 stud(•nts
Davis on the faculty.
exist. We are students and teachers
vote in undergraduate elections; that
they exist. The decisions they
The regents said no.
and administrators and employes; we
is why academie senate meetings
are at the same place at the same
often play to an empty ball.
time; we are inextricably
To become responsive to those iL
interdependent, but we are a
exists to serve, to earn the right to
community only in myth.
speak of responsibility and freedom,
We hold nothing in common.
and, indeed, to emerge from the
There is no single law which governs
13th century and acknowledge the
us all, nor a single authority to which
progress in political systems made
we go for justice. We do not share
since that time, the university must
equally the aggregate of power, nor
evolve new institutions which serve
do we work together for the
us all as a community, replacing with
common good. Our relationships are
them the present structures which
not between individuals but between
offer the illusion, but not the fact of
roles, and we support a constant
participatory governance.
'
struggle between these roles. There is
In many ways we arc a city at
nothing that makes us a community.
UCLA,
a small city of some 45,000
Our campus, our university,
people.
resembles instead the medieval
model of government. Element for
We could elect our chancellor, as
element, from the governor and
the citizens of a city elect their
regents as king and court, through
mayor. Instead of councilmanic
districts, we could offer
the chancellor and faculty as duke
constituencies for representation by
and nobility, to the students and
department, or college, or failing
employes as middle class and
that, revert to the old formula of
peasantry, we correspond with
students - faculty - staff.
astonishing similarity to the political
structures of the late Middle Ages.
Certainly at this point in time the
The power to decide and,
plan is unrealistic; it hardly carries
increasingly, the decisions themselves
the endorsement :of the board of
come down through the levels of our
regents. And just as certainly the
micro-society. Only very rarely is the
idea needs extensivP. development,
process reversed, almost as rarely is a
both in structural components and
decision changed. Members of a
specific features, to become
lower category are virtually
workable. It is an ideal.
important in contending with the
:Sut we must move in the direction
Everything, in both cases, was
· edicts from a superior level. And it is produce often go contrary to the
wishes of an institution at a higher done by vote, but the ultimate of this democratic ideal and move
the sufferance of the latter, not the
level and are therefore, simply decisions were hardly democratically rapidly. Because it appe'ars that at
power of the former, that permits vetoed.
change.
reached. As individuals begin to some point in the near future
Students, working through their realize that the democratic institutions will operate "of the
Certainly, there are democratic senate legislative council, last year,
institutions at their level are people, by the people, for the
institutions within the University;
were unable to secure a change in structurally unable to produce the people," or the.y will not operate at
all.
r

President Nixon Asks Congress
For More Foreign Aid Fu.nds
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ASHFORD, England-charles
Wright, a 72-year-old pensioner,
tossed his canary's leftover seed
into his garden for wild birds to eat.
Some seed took root and
produced plants four-feet tall.
Wright let them grow. He
decorated his bungalow with them.
A local horticultural society used
some in a display.
It turned out to be marijuana.
"They were nice looking plants
so I let them grow," Wright told a
magistrates court Tuesday. "If I'd
known it was an offense, I
wouldn't have."
.
The charge o f 1'II ega 11 Y growmg
mariJUana
-·
was dropped ·
P E N Z A N C E
•
E ng I an d - P o ] 1ce
.
h ave h"rre d a
c h urch h a II t o put up a d 1.SP Iay o f
women 's un d erwear ·
Th e garment s were so
t 1en f rom
cIo th es Imes.
o
ICe
recovere
d th e
.
p I"

their owners have been too
embarrassed to claim them.
"We thought of displaying them
at the local police station," a police
spokesman said. "But there wasn't
enough room-we couldn't festoon
the booking office with lines of
frillies,"

BuIIetln•

Senate Elections
Elections returns from the
ASUNM senatorial race and
referendum were not tabulated
by The Lobo's press time last
night.
The final certified tallies will
appear in tomorrow's Lobo.
40 candidates were vying for
12 Senate seats. Referendum
d
questions included
a suggeste
lowering
of the
hours
requirements for ASUNM
president and vice president, a
quest 1·onnaire on the
Indo-China war to be
forwarded to ,President Nixon,
and minor constitutional
revisions.

He also requested $255 million
for Cambodia, with most of the
military aid for ammunition and
other simple hardware.
White House officials said last
spring's Cambodian intervention
had resulted in withdrawal of four
North Vietnamese divisions from
Vietnam. They said the $255
million sought for Cambodia was a
small price to pay for this progress
in winding down the Vietnam war,
In other Middle East requests,
Nixon sought $30 million to
replace Jordanian losses resulting
from its battle with Palestinian
guerrillas and Syrian tank invaders,
as well as $5 million for Lebanon.
Sen. J. William Fulbright,
D-Ark., chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, said
it represents "a very serious
enlargement of our responsibilities
in Southeast Asia. We are
undertaking a whole new
responsibility to carry Cambodia
along like Vietnam."
Senate Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield said he wanted a "quid
pro quo" from the administration
before the Senate takes action. By
this, he said he meant continued
withdrawals from Korea, increased
withdrawals from Vietnam and
assurance that American troops
would not be sent to the Middle
East.
On top of this, Fulbright said the
measure would be introduced as an
amendment to the foreign military
sales bill.

Biologist

Clifford Crawford will head a
biology department seminar
Friday, 10:30 a.m., in biology
building, room 139.
.
The UNM biologist is president
of the New Mexico Conservation
Coordinating Council and an
entomologist who received his
doctorate at Washington State
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Campus Police Will Receive New Radio Equipment
B BERTTEMPLE
I n t Y0 d a y ' s w 0 r I d ,
communication is a vital word to
the police officer. The UNM
Campus Police will receive better
communication equipment
through a recent Federal grant.
The new equipment will greatly
improve the operational
g communi cat i o 11 s, enabling the
t_J_· dispatchertoutilizethepolicemen
~ on patrol in a faster andmore
"" reliable operation, said Ralph
l'fl Holst captain of the campus
security force.
§
The $1560,grant was furnished
under a provision of the Omnibus
ti Crime Control and Safe Streets Act
~ of 1968 and administered by the
!'] Governor's Policy Board for Law
Ei Enforcement.
hi
'fhe grant will be used to
fr~ purchase a new base station
transmitter and mobile radio. 'fhe
!:;:] new equipment will end the
f~ n e cess it y of sharing
~ communication facilities with the
Thursday, November 19, 1970
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University Physical Plant. The
police and Physical Plant both have
been using the same transmitter
and frequency.
"This does hamper our
communications with the patrol
cars," said Holst. "There have been
times when we want to use the
radio, butthePhysicalPlant.ison
the air. Of course, the reverse IS also
tr~~·"
. .
. .
. th
Other umvers1ties are m
e
same shape," said Holst .."A
number of campus pollee
departments have complained
aboutthef~·equencyfacility." .
The radw frequency overlap for
UNM police will no longer exist
o nee the new· equipment is
received. "With the new base
facility, we will have out own
frequency and transmitter," said
Holst.
.
"We didn't get all the equipment
we asked for," Holst added,
"li'eder~l mone;v is alloc~ted on a
population basis. There 1s only so

much to go around to the state's
colleges and municipalities. JYfost _of
the Federal money goes pnmar1ly
to the municipal law enforcement
agencies."
T.he funds ha:ve ~ot been
rece1ved by the Un~vers1ty for the
purchase of the eqmpment, but ~he
new frequ:ncy ~he pohce
dep~ment will be usmg has been
r ece1ve~ ftr.om tChe Fe?e~anl
ommumc~ Ions
on;m1ss
(FCC). It will ~? a ~ohce band
(frequency), wh1ch will be used
only by the
Campus police.
. T~e remamder o~ the funds
to UNJYI will b? used to
o b t a.m a ~alln.e·talkle. The
walkie-tallne ~111 enab~e .the
patrolman, checkmg the ~mldmgs
on camp~s, t? have .mstant
c?mmun.Ic,atlon.s ~1th the
d1s1~ateher m the offiCe, mstead of
havmg to locatea tele~hone.
Holst_ also expects 1t to be used
extens1vel.y. at ~ports events.
Presently, the policeman has to

leaveh1spo~ttog1Vemformatwnto

another officer at the sports
..,.,.....

ev~t

0

d1stn~uted

~NM

Phnto hy Boh Bulk't'

Ralph Holst

I
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UNM will act as fiscal agent for
the Board of Educational Finance
(BEF) for a revolutionary student
loan p~·ogram that will enable
state college, university and
vocational school students to get
federally-insured loans to
continue their education.
The plan will be financed by
tax·exempt bonds issued by the
State Board of Finance. Charles J.
Sheehan: UNM director of student
aids, has been named director of
the system, called the New
Mexico Student Loan Program.
The tax status of the bonds is
still uncertain, said Doug Henslee
of Quinn and Co. in Albuquerque.
However, a ruling by the Treasury
Department generally exempting
student loan program bonds seems
to pave the way for issuance of
the New Mexico Board of Finance
bonds. Henslee said he was "very
confident" the bonds could be
issued as tax exempt.
Quinn and Co. is acting as an
advisor to the BEF and Board of
Finance on the question of the

Money: The Story of Higher Education
Not long ago it was no big problem for a college to raise money.
The president simply went out and put the mooch on some fat alumnus.
But that won't work today. Most alumni, shaky about what's happening on American campuses, are sewing up their pockets. And even
those few who can still be snowed are driving hard bargains. Not long
ago, for instance, Walter "Boola" McMeekin, Yale '07, got a new
gymnasium named after him an~ all he gave was three dollars and
forty cents.
.
.. .
Well sir, what's a college to do? If they try to raise tu1t10n JUst
once more the remaining buildings will surely be levelled. By the
parents, I :Oean. Nor can colleges cut op.erat!ng costs any further ?ecause they long ago eliminated all the fr~lls hke, for example, heatmg
the dormitories. So where will they find the money they so desperately
need?
Well sir, if yours happens to be a college where beer is sold in the
student union, you've got it licked. All you have to do is put. in a
plentiful supply of Miller High Life and stand back. You'll see busme?s
boom beyond your most hopeful dreams because every undergrad m
the country is positively bananas about Miller High Life! And why
wouldn't he be? Is any other beer so tasty? So zesty? So trusty? So
gutsy? So feisty? So feasty? So yeasty? So maltsy? So hopsy?
No dear friends, Miller stands alone, light-years above the others.
And th~ others will never equal it, for they will never learn Miller's
marvelous brewing formula, a jealously guarded secret for more than
115 years. In fact, the formula today is known to only one man on
earth-Miller's chief brewmaster-who will never, never talk because
he is not only a dea(-mute, he is also a Transylvanian who, as you
know, can turn into a bat if he is ever captured.

Photo by

The Constructivist Tendencies exhibition now showing in the Fine
Arts Museum will be of interest to students of art, sculpture,
architecture, engineering, and computer science. This major
exhibition of 20th century painting and sculpture includes works by
Calder, Kandinsky, and Vasarely. This exh!bition will run through
Nov. 22. The museum is open Tuesday- Fnday from 10-5 p.m. and
Sunday, 12-5 p.m.

Constructivist

FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Wed. 5·6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at University

FUN

FUN

United Ministry Center
Initiates New Program
The key word in describing tht':
United Ministry Counseling
Center is "change" said Rev.
Harry Johns, co·director of the
center.
Johns is now in the process,
along with the Rev. Richard
Bright, of initiating new programs
for the center in the UNM area.

WHO CAUSES PREGNANCY?
It takes two to tango. Men m11.st share the responsibility for preventing unwar,ted pregnancy, After all, it's your future (and the
future of someone close to you) that's at stake. We've made it
easy for you to do your part. Now you can get condoms-nationally
known and imported European brands-by mail from a new non·
profit family planning agency. No questions asked. So get with it.
Wrife now for full details without obligation. (We also have books
on birth control.)
:•••ooooouoouoohouoouooohhoooooouooouooooHooououoooooooooooooooouooooo•ooooooouoUooooooooooHoooooooooouoooooouo
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POPULATION SERVICES, INC.

; 105 N. Columbia St., Dept, G-2 J , Chapel IIIII, N. C. 27514
:
i G~ntlemen: Please send me full detalls Without obligation:

I. Name~

-·

; Address

~

;

:

i
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i

---

State

City_

i

Zip

l
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But I digress. Supposing you don't sell beer in the union, where
then C'an you raise the money? \Veil sir, here's what they did at the
Idaho State College o( Belles Lettres and Spot Welding.
What they did was add a six-dollar cover charge to each meal in
the student cafeteria. Naturally they had to justify the charge, so they
started doing floor shows during meals. Believe me, folks, if you're ever
in the neighborhood, be sure to drop in. It's worth every penny.
The show opens with Professor Norman Glebe, the ever-popular
head of the sociology and weather-stripping department, doing several
chucklesome stunts and imitations. First he sings Trees as it might be
done by Jose Feliciano, Georges Pompidou, and Woody Woodpecker.
Next he sings School Days as it might be done by the Lennon Sisters,
the Mayo Brothers and Mark Rudd. For his last number he does that
old reliable,can't-miss,sure-fire crowd pleaser:hewrestles a naked bison.
A tough act to follow, right? But wait. After him comes Professor
Nirvana Sigafoos, the ever-popular head of the Finnish and other guttural languages department, whose specialty is swallowing. She starts
commonplacely enough by swallowing a sword, and at this point the
audience always yawns and says, "Ho-hum. Another sword swallower.''
But she soon disabuses them of that notion, you may be sure! Next she
swallows two Ph.D. theses and a Buick. But wait. She finishes by ingesting the entire buildings and grounds department! Well sir, all I can
say is if Ed Sullivan ever catches this act, there'll be a bright new star
in the Broadway firmament!
After Professor Sigafoos's act the audience is naturally half-dead
from applauding, so the finale is a welcomely quiet act. Three spores
come out and float for twenty minutes. Then, spent but happy, the
student body retire to their pallets and sleep the clock around.
And so to those of you who despair of solving the fiscal problems
of our colleges, I say fie! Just remember one thing: America did not
become the world's foremost producer of wing nuts and nylon piefilling by running away from a fight!

*

*

*
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THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITIEE

Present

TirE SPECTACULAR

Jose Molina
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Students Form
East Pakistan
Relief Fund

Ii

Four West ·Pakistani students
have formed the East Pakistani
l'!'lief fund to help the people of
East Pakistan 'r!'covcr from the
staggering blow nature dealt the
country last Wc!'k in what is termed
th!' catastrophe of the century.
The group, Bahsarle Ali, A.L.
Khokhar, Farkhande B. Ali,
Muhammad Shaf and Shaukai Ali,
have opened an account with the
American Bank of Commerce.
Permission was given by the city.
Contributions can be sent to any
branch.
The spokesman, Bahasarle Ali,
for the group, said the fund ·was
instituted to provide students a
way of helping people that survived
the disaster.
"The deaths are staggering," said
Ali "but the hunger and disease
mu'st be the main concern if
thousands of people are to be
saved."
Ali noted, contributions would
be sent to the East Pakistan
embassy in Washington. "We are
making an appeal to the people of
the University and the City of
Albuquerque, in the interest of
humanity."
The pl'ime concern of the
Pakistani group are the people who
have survived. "They are now faced
with starvation, disease and lack of
shelter and clothing," said Ali.
Ali added that clothing would be
accepted at his home, located at
2129 Gold S.E.
It is now feared some 100,000
migratory workers have perished in
the dis aster. Early reports
ind'icated some 500,000 people
may have lost their lives.

student loan program bonds.
Sheehan said deadline for
applications is Dec. 1 for students
in colleges, universities and other
higher education institutions,
both private and public.
Applications must be filed
tbro ugh student financial aids
directors at individual institutions.
Using a $15,000 grant, Sheehan
has set up offices for the program
on the UNM campus. The
program was established by the
New Mexico legislature during its
session this year.
Students who apply for loans
under the program must be New
Mexico residents, attend state
institutions which qualify as an
eligible institution for the federal
guaranteed-loan program under
the Higher Education Act of
1965, and have achieved a
standard of academic performance
meeting the minimum academic
requirements of the participating
institution at the time any loan is
made.

DID YOU KNOW?
J. Graduate students or under·
graduates con join Air Force
ROTC.

Sheehan will take applications
from directors of financial aids at
all participating state institutions,
certify to the BEF the total loan
requests and then disperse loans
to those same directors of student
aids after loan approval. Aid
directors at the various schools
will then give the loans to student
applicants.
Recent tight money and an
unwillingness on the part of banks
to loan money to students, even
under the federally-insured
program, have forced stop·gap
measures on the part of state
institutions to insure money to
needy students.
Because of the tax-exempt
status of the revenue bonds which
finance the program, it is
expected that the Board of
Finance will have no trouble
selling the bonds to investors,
thereby raising money to fund the
plan.
"Several other states have sent
me letters asking about this

program," Sheehan said. "It is a which does not rely on state funds
great program which will aid to
finance the loan program,
many students in the state .
Sheehan noted. If the plan proves
"Here at UNM, it might make successful in New Mexico, it is
the difference between as many as anticipated that several other
500·students attending the school states will attempt it for their
or having to drop out for financial institutions.
reasons," the UNM officials
All loans under the ~new
explained.
program will be federally-insured,
The system is one of the few Sheehan said.

1100 San Mateo N.E.

1100 Shop

(@uurtrr.a
1J.inuugr &
aruuutry N-1i-(@ur

2. It costs nothing to take the
aptitude exams as Freshman, If
you foil you must wait one year
before retesting, This could delay
your entry into the ROTC progrom.

265-6931

905 Yale SE
A Great Place to Eat
and Drink, what more
can we say?
2 P.M.-5 P.M. everyday
Harvey Wallbanger 85c

•'
• For brushing up before exams.
• For understanding especially difficult material.
• For reviewing what you've already learned. Or bringing back
what you may have forgotten.
• For gathering additional information for writing papers.
Where can we help you right now? In almost any subject you're
studying. Economics. History. Philosophy. Novels. Poetry. Short
stories. Plays. From Beowulf to Salinger. From Aeschylus to
Zarathustra. Over 1,000 works in all.
Five new
MONARCH
NOTES
ready now!

il

MONARt\\

=NOTES=
A division of Simon & Schuster, Inc. 630 Fifth

Ave., New York, N.Y. 10020

New Mexico lobo

Baile Espanol
Saturday, November 21-~H: 15 P.M.

Tickets r,.5o, r,.oo, ·1·fiO, 1.oo, :1·50
Stlldcnls with Activity Cards

Y2

PRICE

If winu nuts mul nylon pie-fillinu don't grab you, how about trying

Miller High Life, the Champa(Jne of Becr.q and the sponsor of this column?
Miller is available in cans, bottles, kegs .•. and .delicious everyway.

HaH

The center is now extending its
goals to include such fields as
abortion, draft counseling, mental
health and teaching.
"What we're trying to do is
improve our image more than
anything else," said Johns. "In the
past people regarded us as the old
religious stand-by ready to take
the prodigal son back into the
fold. That has all changed now.
We are the ones who are going
out, we're not waiting for the son
to come home."
He went on to talk about some
of the new services the center is
offering. He noted the center is
really kind of in the middle of an
unusual cro.ssfire between the
University community and church
community outside the
Un,ivcrsity. "When we started our
programs, for example, the people
at the mental health center
regarded us as an uninformed
group that didn't know much
about counseling. I had been, at
the time, counseling for some 20
years."
"Things are getting better, we
are now accomplishing what we
wanted to by being able to relate
to the more established groups on
campus." The center is doing just
that, the administration, faculty
and students are realizing the
center 'is more than just another
useless body on campus.
There is opposition from some
minorities who feel the services
the center offers are outdated and
irrelevant, but the center is now
widely accepted though
sometimes no one knows that the
center is actually doing
something, Johns added.
"Change is the key word," said
Johns, "if we are just not getting
through to people, then we have
to change."

UNM Tries to Aid Availability of Loans

Tel. 277-3121
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STEREOSONIC EQUIPMENT

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THE ARRIVAL OF

•

sansu1

We are a full line dealer and invite you to hear the difference
that sansui quality makes.
Stop by and see us during our "Getting Acquainted Days" we will
attempt to give you the lowest prices available on all component
package plans.
Custom Sound Room Availoble

5003 Menaul NE

Open 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Friday 'til 9:00 p.m.

The
Corduroy
Caper
Beware of wolves in chic co thing! Or, the
case of the velvet touch ••• velvety corduroy,
that is. Keep ahead of the competition in flare
bottom slacl<s with top pockets, wide belt
loops .•. in wide wale corduroy. Matching
vest. Red and White. Sizes 29 to 36.

268-4227

slacks·-···--· 20.00

Vest --··-··-10.00
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·National Players: Real Pros
UNM and the rest of professionals, and both
Albuquerque got a double dose of performances were absolute
the National Players Tuesday, and delights. The oldest and, many
it was a real treat.
agree; best touring company in
They are finely polished America, they don't often hit the
Southwest; it was only through the
persistent
efforts of Popejoy Hall
TWO LOCATIONS:
Director William Martin that they
518 CENTRAL.S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255.0892
were persuaded to make
Albuquerque a· stop.
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
With no slight whatever
Proof of Age Required
intended for our local performers,
it certainly is a joy to see superb
EROS

ADULT THEATRE
518 Central S. W.
Ph. 243-0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Store New Open. Adult Books,
Magazines, Bmm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arcade
Admission $4.00 (Movie)

$CASH$
WEEKLY EARNINGS
Blood Plasma Donora Necd•d I

BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
1307 C<'fltrnl N.E,

Tues.·S11t. 8-5

" ... there isuo career that can match busiuess in dit,ersity of intellectual inteTest ... A 11igomus, free society
calls for the highest type of business leadershifJ .• ."

THE STANFORD UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
invites minority students to meet with its admissions
representative, Mr. Tom Edmonds, on Thursday, December 3, 1970, to discuss the Stanford M.B.A. and Ph.D.
Programs in Business Administration.
Appointments to meet with Mr. Edmonds may be made
through the Director of Placement.
The M.B.A. Program is a two-year general management
course particularly designed for students who have majored in liberal arts, humanities, science, and engineering. The purpose of the Doctoral Program is to train
scholars for the stimulating challenge open to business
educators, researchers, and inno\'ators.

Shakespearean actors on stage. (I
still love watching the Lobos play,
but it was a thrill and a joy to see
Oscar Robertson and The Real
PROS handle a basketball-there's
really nothing like the very best.)
The National Players, almost to a
(wo)man, have mastered all pha~es
of projection and inflection. With
Shakespeare especially, it's very
important that every word be
intelligible because the language is
a bit difficult for the average
person, when delivered in the
normal speaking rate. You would
have to be really picky to find fault
with them in this area (not one
word of dialog was stumbled ovei·
in the two performances,
incidentally), with the exception
of Redge Keating as the Messenger
in "Oedipus," who mumbled and
echoed in his mask. This could be
blamed on an ill-fitting mask, but
he was also a bit weak as the Sea
Captain in the afternoon play (but
only by comparison with the rest
of the company, perhaps).
Gestures and facial expressions
are another important ingredient
for putting Shakespeare across
well, and here too the National
Players arc superb. The burden put
upon an actor in a Greek tragedy is
multiplied, with the masks
Photo l1y Chuc•k Fl'il
preventing facial expressions, and
it is truly amazing to witness how achieve With hand, head, arm and rescuer Antonio; better roles
much expression the Players body movements.
would probably show him to be an
At this point I must give praise excellent actor. Mary Anne
to James Otis, in my opinion the Dempsey was thoroughly
standout
performer of the two delightful as the mischievous
RESISTANCE SUNDAY
shows. As the blind prophet Maria-brought out every bit of the
Tiresias he was a vision of dark part's comedy, and more. Don
In support of Lotus:
omniscience-stabbing the air, bent Shannon was more than adequate
the Vietnamese Peace
with tragic knowledge, flowing as the ever-present, singing,
white robe whirling. In "Twelfth fast-talking clown Feste. Cecelia
movement.
Night" he was the lovable ass Sir Ward's appearances as Olivia's
12 noon-Resistance Moss
Andrew Aguecheek, companion of attendant in "Twelfth Night" were
Sir Toby Belch, co·delighter of the greetP.d by laughter as the audience
slides & music, 2 movies
audience with huge, brilliantly came to realize hP.r main function
funny
Jared Matesky. Otis' was to move a bench, indicating a
7 P.M.-Play
scarecrow
blond hair, rubber face change in locale; but in "Oedipus"
"Tria I of the Catonsville 9"
and alternating British and she appeared in no less than four
-by Daniel Berrigan
Southern accents helped him make parts, and as maidservant to
hilarious an already-funny part. He Iocaste, recounting the dramatic
Panel Discussion
proved himself a perfect comedian events surrounding the suicide of
Wally Nelson WWII
in the afternoon, which made his the queen, she demonstrated
resister & others
superb dramatic performance that ability worthy of much more than
evening even more impressive. a Bekins' apprenticeship.
Newman Center
Versatility, at its finest.
If there was any real weakness at
A few others must be singled all in either performance, it was
Nov. 22, 1970
out: Brenda Wehle played the aloof perhaps the adaption by Leo Brady
Olivia with enough humanity to of Sophocles' work-the language
make her even likable, but was seemed a bit too str('amlined to
brilliant as and brought real life to carry the impact of this timeless
the difficult character of Queen work. Brady admits the necessity
Iocaste; Alan Share was another of losing the gradeur of the original
who made a great transition, from language to gain insights into the
the prissy Malvolio (whose essence of the poet; I guess it's a
resemblance to comedian Don matter of personal taste or bias.
Adams was emphasized during his
The National Players breathed
hilarious "five·minute" smile) to 20th Century life into "Oedipus
the Shepherd, a. brief but well-done Rex" on the 2400th anniversary of
part; Dan Diggles also made quite a the year of its first performance,
change from one play to the other, and they did not overdramatize nor
but in performance rather than dehumanize "Twelfth Night," a
character-the uninspired, common fate of the works of the
straining Fabian of the afternoon Bard. They are fine, fine actors;
became an excellent Oedipus by both performances were
nightfall.
immensely enjoyable.
Don Mandigo was quite good as
Creon, also as Sebastian's bearded
Charles Andrews

Last of Hot as Sun ..

•

(Editor's Note: The following is
the last of a three-part story tell the passengers about it. You
written by Bruce Harris with can imagine the kind of panic a
Steve Hanis, reprinted from thing like that would cause. But
"Touch" with permission from they were very careful, you see.
And they did take their
Elektra Records,)
precautions. And they were really
When we left him last very thorough, you know.
Thursday, Michael had in his hand Becausp as each one of the
the claim check for the suitcase passengers went through the gate
containing the "Hot As Sun" to get on the plane, they secretly
X-rayed all the luggage."
tape, and thP. cigar-smoker had
"I'm sorry, sir, but I still don't
just walked from the plane at its
understand,"
Michael said softly,
first stop, carrying the suitcase his voice breaking.
with the $100,000 ransom.
"Well, you see, Michael, when a
Monday morning. 10 a.m.
Apple Studios, Abbey Road, tape is subjected to X-ray it is
London. Seven glum fa-:es stare at erased. Completely. 'Hot As Sun'
has been X-rayed out of
a reel of tape running silently on a existence!"
tape recorder.
Michael sat perfectly still,
Finally, one of the faces speaks.
slowly
comprehending the words
"Well, Michael, it's certainly
he
had
just
heard. The only sound
not your fault. We can't even say
left
was
the
sound of the tape
it's the fault of those thieves. This
recorder
whining
softly, the last
tape should contain "Hot As
Sun." In fact, it once did, but you trace of "Hot As Sun."
"Well, a voic~ finally spoke.
see, it's been erased, And WP. can't
"Somewhere,
someone has a copy
even blame anyone. When you got
of
it.
Somewhere
in the world,
on that flight from Algiers back in
someone
has
a
copy
of 'Hot As
London, there was no way you
Sun.'
And
every
night,
he's going
could have known. The tapes were
to
go
home
and
lock
his
door and
in the suitcase. They kept their
press
a
little
button.
And
there
word. But the flight, the flight
Beatie·
album
no
one
it'll
be.
A
you took back here, Michael. It
else
has.
'Hot
As
Sun.'
He
won't
was just bad luck. You couldn't
even be able to play it for anyone.
know."
It's
just his. Somewhere.
"I still don't understand, sir," Someone.
Somewhere."
Michael said, feeling a kind of
...
Somewhere
vague hysteria building up inside
him. "If those tapes have nothing
on them, then we've been had, as
the Americans would say. We've
been double-crossed."
"No, Michael, I'm afraid not.
You see, there had been a bomb
scare, a political threat that the
Try Our GRINDERS - Fine
flight would be blown up. Of
ltilfJaR Sandwiches
course, they naturally couldn't
IliD Hocvard S.E.
243-6369

Imagination and Versitality Used Freely
"DUNN & McCASHEN"-Dunn
& McCashen (Capitol/ST-565).
Too much complexity in music
anymore. The nicest thing about
this album is that you don't have to
compute the l;hought-it's right
there, all yours.
Dunn and McCashen express
themselves tenderly, especially in
"The Man on The Corner." Sort of
reminds me of somebody in the big
city telling himself he's different;
it's very well performed.
Some of their sounds are very
similar to the pounding Chicago
heavy, rhythmic music. But Dunn
and McCashen can also sneak in
original mixtures of John
Sebastian-like realism ("It'sAlright
in The City") with a Kenny
Rogers-like dream ("I Was High on
Something").
Until you hear "The Cowboy,"
you won't fully realize how
versatile and imaginative the two
really are. They have some music
for every emotion, and they give it
all they have,
Roger Ruvolo
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LOCA TIONS Lomas at San Pedro • Menaul at San Pedro
Candelaria at Eubank • 5324 4th St., N.W.
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kopy korner
liigh Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
spec:ial rates for dissertatlons-req~ired paper supplied free
SIMMS BUilDING other locations in Winrock Center,
247-4406
Natl<>nal Building & 120 Madeira NE

······-~··················

..............

hew- ...
llt

'

-f

4 diwp IAJ-iilun

Earrings of every beautiful description.
A. "Convertibles," 14 karat gold.
Polished on one side, florentined on the
other, $1 0. B. Hoops in 14 karat gold, $8.
C. Reversibles, cultured pearl on one side,
14 karat gold ball on the other, $1 5.
We're in show business.

Mindlin

314 Central S. W. • Albuquerque

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

0 v -

•WINROCK
eNOB HILL
eDOWNTOWN

A.

Jewelers Since 1919

LENKURTELECTRIC

• •

Slightly enlarged to show detail.

CRITICS CHOICE

4

•

Shop

&M

Lenkurt is an equal opportunity employer.
1105 Couhty Road, San Carlos, Calif. 94070

; •

while seleetiohs are p!eh.tiful.

c.

When you finish your Big Mac, they'll say,
·
"boy, can he pack it away.'' Two beef patties,
lettuce, cheese, special sauce, a sesame seed bun. Wow.

0 •

Hide~A-Way now for Christmas

your
riends.

Acco
hg
Engineering Cost Control
Data Processing
Engineering Economics
Financial Analysis and Planning
Internal Auditing
Profit Plannin

Dunn & McCashen
• +

Student
Accounts Invited
Downtown Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:30

1wnd $/top . , .

~Juej CP-I.J.e4 7, 000
pahd &/ dadu
~

1m

l1tf3l/t • • •

and

men ... OJ~-1~
(]&~and

the~

kit ~ and auffi.
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'Pups Host Mexico Saturday
Lobo-ASU Breakdown
The UNM freshman football
team completes its 1970 season
with an international flavor here
this Saturday when the Wolfpups
host the University of Mexico.
Kickoff is scheduled for 1:30

p.m. at University Stadium.
Saturday's game will be the
third meeting between the two
schools although the first game
was between the varsity squads
while Saturday's clash will be

LOBOS
£CLIPS£
THE,

between the Mexico varsity and
the Wolfpups. The Lobo varsity
opened University Stadium by
defeating the Pumas 77-6 in 1960.
Last year the Wolfpups lost to the
Pumas 31-24 in Mexico City.
Coach Jerry Hardy's Pups need
a win to finish at .500. UNM
defeated Texas-El Paso 40-21
after losing to Arizona 34-25 and
Arizona State 17-14.
Last year in Mexico City the
Pumas had 327 -yards total offense
including 64 yards by halfback
Leonardo Lino Velazquez who is
expected to start here Saturday,
Also returning is quarterback
Mario Villamar who returned a
Wolfpup punt 62 yards for a TD
last season.

5UND£VILSI•

Ruach Ranch West
General Store
Coffee House
Records
120 Yale S.E.

266-1974

TEAM OFFENSE
Games
ASU
8
UNM
9

Plays
701
680

TEAM DEFENSE
Plays
ASU
598
UNM
658
RUSHING OFFENSE
Plays
UNM
566
ASU
474
RUSHING DEFENSE
Plays
ASU
351
UNM
373

Yards
4164
3742

Game
Avg.
520,5
415.8

Play
Avg.
5.9
5.5

Yards
1708
2975

Game
Avg.
213.5
330.6

Play
Avg,
2.9
4.5

Yards
3132
2450

Game
Avg.
348.0
306.3

Play
Avg.
5.5
5,2

Game
Avg.
95.5
150.7

Play
Avg.
2.2
3.6

Yards
1714
610

Game
Avg.
214.3
67.8

Yards
941
1619

Game
Avg.
117.6
179.9

Yards
767
1356

PASSING OFFENSE
PA-PC-I
ASU
227·112·11
UNM
114- 48·10

Pet,
.493
.421

PASSING DEFENSE
PA-PC-I
ASU
247· 89-17
UNM
285-137·25,

Pet.
. 351
.481

~~~~~~~~~

CAMPUS
BRIEFS
Harvard Recruiter
Flap Premtere

Points
314
270

Appearing at the premiere of
the film "Flap" will be Anthony
Quinn, star of the $6 million
dollar production, and producer
Jerry Adler. The movie was
'originally entitled "Nobody Loves
a Drunken Indian," but the title
was later changed to "Nobody
Loves Flapping Eagle."
The Kiva Club, the Indian
student organization on campus,
is sponsoring the premiere
tonight, at Cinema East, The
fund-raising event is to help
establish a student center
Spring Request Cards
Tickets are available at Popejoy
The deadline for returning Hall, the Cinema East box office,
request cards for second semester Rhodes and from Kiva Club
registration appointments has members, and are $10 per person.
been extended to 5 p.m., Monday,
Nov. 30. The Office of
GSA Council
Admissions and Records will be
closed for the Thanksgiving
The GSA Council will meet
holiday, Nov. 26-28. The previous tonight at 7:30 in the Union,
deadline was Nov. 28.
room 129. All interested graduate
students are invited to attend.

Average
39.3
30,0

SCORING DEFENSE
ASU
UNM

Points
95
189

I

Application deadline for UNM
students interested in studying at
the Pontificia Universidade
Catolica do Rio Grande do Sul
(PUC) in Porto Alegre, Brazil,
next year is this Friday.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•••
•••
•
•••
••
•
•
•
•

Ben Montoya of the Harvard
Law School will be recruiting
today for the following programs:
Harvard medical and business
schools; Harvard graduate
programs in education; arts and
s c i e n c e s a n d p u b 1i c
administration; the Brandeis
graduate program in social
welfare; and the MIT school of
urban planning.
Interested students should
contact Montoya at the Chicano
Studies Center, 1815 Las Lomas.

SCORING OFFENSE
ASU
UNM

Porto Alegre Application Deadline

Average
11.9
21.0

.
.
.
•
.•••
•
.•••
•••
•

.•••
•
.•••
.•••

•

•••

•
•••
•
•••
•
•••
•
•••
•
•

inA

Norman

Includes shirt, suspenders
cummerbund, handkerchief
studs, cufflinks, fie

boutanniere

I

$10.00
COAT AND TROUSERS

;I

$6.50
SIMON'S DOWNTOWN

Jewison
Film

I

FIRST AND GOLD

AnU War~ol
Pf~I~Dl!

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

•
•••
••

NOVEMBER 23-24

•

••
•

Microwave Radio System Development
Multiplex Systems Development
Communications Systems Planning
Factory Support Engineering
Instrument Development
Computer Application Techniques
Statistical Analysis
alog and Di
Circuit
gn
AM, FM, TDM, PCM Circuits
Data Modem Development
RF Development
IF Development
Thick Film Development
Integrated Circuit
ications

••

looeJome

•

••
••
•
•••

.
..•

[OW~OYJ

•

•••
•••

••
••
••

Lenkurt is an equal opportunity employer.
1105 County Road, San Carlos, Calif. 94070

•
•••
•

~COMMin:EE~
7 and JO p.m.
soc aud J.D.
FRIDAY

LENKURTELECTRIC

:
•

.

the Brazilian school. Application
forms are available from the UNM
International Office at 1717
Roma NE, with interviews· for
prospective candidates scheduled
Nov. 24.

ELECTRONI
ENGINEERS
.

•••

••
••

,

I

.
.
.

The Office of International
Programs and Services hopes to
select five UNM students in the
exchange program with PUC.
Participants in the program will
follow a regular course of study at

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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247-4347

AWAifNIING

at does
apart•nent living
liave that the
College Inn doesn't?

a 1o P.M.

Carlos Gomez Maqueo
Mexico's Quarterback

CLASSIFIED

The New Mexico Lobos have
not beaten the Arizona State Sun
Devils in football since 19·12. 28
years ago was the last time the
Wolfpack won. In the game
played in Albuquerque in '·12, the
Lobos took a 35·7 victory.

1)

look for the orange bldg,

Hoffmantown Shopping

Center

I

The College Inn

Tapes from
$1.00 to $5.77

befrn·e yon liUIJ!
256-7241
BankAmericard 1 Master Charge

Unsurp~ssed for college living

303 Ash NE

3)

i

r

2)

LOST & FOUND

'l'HUJI!TJER who ripped ol'f sunp;lnsscs reham to 325C Wnync 1\d. NW. No hassles,
11/23
i··ou:Nn..:.--:G:-rc-y_s_w_c~lc~;ittt ,.~ t~l~. size
-10. Nnmc tug of Putriein Lfnskf.'Y sewn
itlniri~. Cutnlinn swent~r. 11"ound in Cnsn
del Sol. Ask Cashict·. 11/23
1:'6-iJND..
MAT,r,_:__],;~;~;;~~nllet.
two torte, with

tlnint'

277 ..2:w4. ll/2a

:l)

----•--

Gnlt;> Robinr,on. Cull
.-.--~-

-~~-

REUVICES

WAN~r --;r~C-JJU~AO· -th-~~~p ·u;('H rtu1tt•1:?
Hnhw ~~rnd('s? Cut study tim('? I~~VI·~LYN
WOOD ltl<JADING DYNAMICS.
IN(;· ---~~~t~-;~~;e~- ;(~:vt('('- --rJ;_
tl'iC' ... ~t·(ln.qonriiJh•. 110 Vn~~nl' f:;:m~. 20G-4001i

+YP

HtlYtit1W. t11ID

NEW MBXICO LOBO

liS IHfEIED

...

SERVICES

HAI;PY ili"RTHri'A~~~miDON. i1~1~---~
CHILD CAI\E Thanksgiving and Christmas UNM holidays. Hourly or weekly
I:.HI~J.; PUPS, A rutc mixed breed, 7 wks
rates. Leave your phone number at 243·
old. ~42·U~l2, Il/2G
.
. _
,
2H81 for Glee Le Roy, R.N. 11/19
IJAPl'YlliRTHDAY SUSIE! I love you,
J)
FORRENT
I really do. Wally. 11/lU
_
RAII!.:..JmLI,O u -ri!Ass! Big A dot'S iL
ROOl\1 & BOARD !or female. Private bednt::nin I Con~rntulntions. See vou i.n Coroom-bathroom, $150. 296-5832, 11/25
lumbia-Love ft·om Snl!y and GinTI!e.
11/24
5)
FORSALE
!;;LYING TO CHICAGO for Thanksgiving?
1960
CORVAII\,
four door, $260 or offer.
I'll pay halt your fnrc if you'J! oscorj; my
Call 299-9638 after 6. 11/23
son. 205·3767 days or 26B-U57~ eventngs.
l•'UN Jo'ALCON STATIO,:CN:';-:W;;A-;-G;;O~N;;-,::-;19;;;6;;-3,
11/10
.
. Good condition with standard transAGORA~n~~~ .open 24. hours seven dnys n
mission, radio, heater. $376. 344-6382.
week. 'rrafnctl student volunteers !Ire
11/23
always lhore. White trnllcr north of Ztmio70 H'::o::cN~Dc::-A-:--ol460-oxcellcnt condition
mcrmnn Library or call 277·3013, 11/19
stock. $000 or best offer. Call AI at 266·
ANYONE WHO PAID for Mirage '70 and
7070. 11/28
who Jives in town should pick up each
flection nnd rt covel' from rm. 205_ JourioG3 TI\IUMPH HERALD convertible.
nail om Bldg. bclore Dec. 1. Mallirtg rc66,000 mlles. $396.00. 248-2379, 11/28
futldn upon request given in nm. 205.
coiltPLETE
S-KI OUTFIT (Womens),
12/1
lace size 7% boots~ telescopic poles; woodNliW-YEARS JN MEXICO CITY AND
en Skil!quc 186 sltils, Cube bindings. Used
ACAPULCO. "Special Students Ratea.lt
less thnn one season. $75.00 or best offer.
243-2463. 11/20
Lcnvo December 27. Call 344-064G .••
243-4866 .•• 344-0931. 12/11
FIVE NEW 1071 component systems comDANCE to the music of the fabulous
plete· with Gnrrnrd changer, AM/FM
"Pl1dn Jnnou 8~12 pm. FridaY, Nov. 20,
multiplex stereo radio. Inpuia for extrn
~~ Ballroom. 11/20 .
.._
SPeakers, tnpe deek, guitar or head acta.
To be sold for $99,95 each or monthly
POgTI\Y' WANTED for cooperative anpnymetJU!. United Freight Sales, 3920 Snn
thology, Include stamped cnvolopc. IdleMateo, NE. Mon.-Fri. 9-9; Snt. until 6.
wild 'PrCM 1 1807 Enst Olyrnpie, Los Anw
10/29
R"clcs, Cnlifornin 90021. 12/2
.
NOTICE: Af,L CLASSIFIED ADS must be
USED TV'a-nll •Lyles, $16 up, 441 Wyom·
In by 3 p.m. to run the following dny,
inp; NE. 256-5987. 12/11

·---~o~·--.,_.,,_-
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WHERE: Journalism Building. 1\oom
200, nft~rnoons pr~f<'rnbi.Y or man.

PERSONALS

DN.TIIE

Phone 243-2881

ADVERTISING

____

435 San Mateo NE

Complete J'ecoJ'din.r;, J'n]Jair
and 'in.~tallation facilif>ieg,
ThousandN of tapes to
choose fro 111. Listen,

~-r-

15

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.JI!. 87106
TERMS: PaYtncnt must be mnde in full Prior to insertion oC advertisement.

A LongTime

LOCATIONS

We Now Have Some Vacancies.
If Apartment Living Has Got
You Down, Come By and Move In!

a

TO TIHIE mAYOI:

Untied Ar11sts

soc a u.

1\ATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. 1C ad is to
run five or more r:onsecutivl:! dnys with
no chnnge3 the rate is reduced to fie
per word nnd the minimum number o(
words to 10~

TWO

Housecleaning
Dishwashing
Scrubbing
Dusting
Grocery shopping
Cooking

a

Sat.

ASUNM FUm Committee
Sun.
Nov. 14

COLOR by Deluxe

1
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R NI'W ZIG ZAG Sowing Machines with
full faotory ~uarn"t<c. Nntlonnlly ndvcrUscd brand to be sold for $35 each.
Monthly pnymonl• nvnllable. Th.,e mn.
1•hh1~ mny h~ ln~n<'dcd In warehoW:u! at
UN!'l'EO I•'RElGH1' SALES, 3920 San
Mateo NE. n.n Mon.-Fri. Sat. until G.
6)

EMPLOYMENT

I~Aim I~XTRA-MONgY.,..I=w::-e-n-eed-=.-e-am_p_u_s
representatives to Hell quality electroniC!
<'omPon~nl'1, ut VN'Y <'ompetitive prices.
Wrftc to Jol'f .Johnson NaUonnl Direct
Snlos Co. Suite 111, a2 So. lOth St., Hop.

l<i.r>~J'l!l.nncsotn_r.oa~.~~.l1/19 ~---

WANT SHOH.TI-lANili'l'YPIST !or oCl'n·
sional hours, 21iG·71146 niter 7:30. Mrs, B.
11/lU
l'ARl'•TIMN SAJ,J~S. r.ong imir ok. Cnll
~lnn 2GR-300G. 11/20

Warner Bros. presents a Carol Reed film starring

-Anthony Quinn as nFiap"
a JerryAdler produclion co-starring

Claude Akins,Tony Bill,VictorJory,
and Shelley Winters as"Biuebell"

Produced byJerryAdler· Directed 6y Carol Reed· Panavision®Technicolor® Music by Marvin Ham Iisch
Screenplay by Clair Huffaker Based on the novei"Nobody Loves a Drunken lndion" 6y Clair Huffaker
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r~Wamefbroi

~_Kinney. C9fl1P<!ny

WORLD PREMIER[ -~ _JJIURSDAY

* * ANTHONY QUUJ~J IN PERSON * *
FILMED IN ALBU9•UER9UE AND NEW MEXICO

STARS

* CEILEIKUT~ES *

Opening Nig11t Sponsored By

KIVA CLUB

•

U.N.M.

For Ticket Information pi! one 27'1 -5006

GALA FEST!VDTIES!

[Cin~tna£altl
Candelaria at Eubank 298-7559

-
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2'800 Cast Ballots 1n Senate Election
Vote Totals
M*A*S*H
To the Editor:
In order to clarify the position of
our organization, we would· like to
1

:~-~~li~f:~. ~sA;~*!~~ ~~~r~~l~

Letters:

all elements of the University
community, but also those elements
of the general community which
requests our services as well, we feel
it would not further anyone's
interest were we to become engaged
in either party or student politics.
No one created M*A*S*H, but
rather people who had an interest in
helping others, and, accordingly,

press when you demand that the
establishment stop forcing student.
support. Before you make such a
demand, however, I urge you to
consider how long The Lobo could
last without a captive audience.
Larry W. Bickle

JUAN ABEYTA
JOHN BOUDREAUX
RAY HAMILTON
JOANN SANCHEZ
JACK O'GUINN
LANCE GORDON
PAMELA POWELL
REGIS CLAUSCHEE
KEN WHITE
JERRY BUCKNER
LOUIS BACA
RALPHBACA

1572
1433
1309
1282
1238
1237
1229
1172
1158
1156
1147
1023

Losing Candidates
Bob Petranovich
Susan Dick
Alfredo Vigil
Dan Cimino
Michael Montoya
Sylvia Gonzales
Joseph Little
Paula Morris
Edwin Mosley
John Lieuwen
Daniel Hines
Patrick Henry
Brian Tafoya
Sandra Ramsey

1007
954
891
844
839
797
726
702
674
646
557
431
385
367

Richard Michaels
Sheldon Duderstadt
Don Fersh
Terrence Palmer
Ed Zamora
Estlando Gomez
Bernadette Chavez
Thomas Brummond
Charles Richardson
Mike Woelk
Ross Sutter
Adrienne Pittman
Aaron Sobel
Bill Snell (withdrew)

360
340
337
301
300
295
287
282
229
216
213
176
135

Abeyta, Boudreaux Top Vote Getters;
Referendum Votes Still Being Counted
Juan Abeyta and John Boudreaux were
the top ·Vote-getters in Wednesday's ASUNM
elections, receiving 1572 votes and 1433
votes respectively.
Other winners in the race for 12 Senate
seats are: Ray Hamilton, Jo Ann Sanchez,
Jack 0 'Guinn, Lance Gordon, Pamela
Powell, Regis Clauschee, Ken White, Jerry
Buckner, Louis Baca and Ralph Baca.
The first 10 winners will serve full
one-year terms, and the last two will finish
terms which expire in the spring.
More than 2800 votes were cast in the
election in which 40 persons ran for 12
seats.
Results of voting on five ASUNM
Constitutional amendments and a
referendum question asking student opinion
on the conduct of the Indo-China War have
not yet been tabulated. Pat Boatwright,
elections commission chairman, said she
expects the referendum results next week.
The amendment concerned lowering the
number of credit hours a person must have
earned to be eligible for ASUNM president
and vice president, adding a faculty advisory
member to student court, abolishing Student
. Affairs Committee, and deleting a passage in

the Constitution which requires the faculty
to approve all constitutional amendments.
The referendum on the war asked
students to choose from four options the
one most closely reflecting their opinion
toward the conduct of the war.
Abeyta, Hamilton, Gordon, Clauschee,
Louis Baca and Ralph Baca ran a ticket of
12 candidates from minority groups on
campus. Boudreaux and O'Guinn ran on a
ticket of business administration students~
The other candidates who were elected ran
as independents.
The next Senate meeting will be Dec. 3.
At that time Senate is expected to take up
business interrupted Oct. 27 when Student
Court ruled Senate lacked a quorum and
could not legally conduct business until
elections were held to fill the vacancies.
Earlier Senate elections scheduled Oct. 9
were delayed by a Student Court ruling that
no ASUNM elections could be held until a
new elections code had been worked out.
Wednesday's Senate elections were
conducted under the new code.
Senate is also expected to take up the
matter of re-writing the ASUNM
Constitution during the next session.
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Boo Lobo
To the Editor:
Hooray for T. Truske and his
letter of Oct. 29! It is time that
responsible students at UNM spoke
out against The Lobo.
To me, freedom of the press
implies freedom for the readers to
withdraw financial support whenever
they choose. I will believe you are

Congratulations
To the Editor:
My congratulations to The Lobo
for the Nov. 10 story titled:
"Progressive Labor Faction Unites

The following is the official vote tabulatio.t for the Wednesday
ASUNM senatorial election:

Students, Workers." I am a retired
educator from the United Auto
Workers and have volunteered to lead
a ser1'es of discussions on "Great
Labor Struggles in the United States."
The first discussion will deal with the
current struggle of General Motors
workers. We will talk about all aspects
of this momentous strike.
The discussions will be held in the
basement library conference room,
Tuesdays and Thursdays, from 1:30
to 3 p.m.
All interested students are
welcome.
FrankMarquart

'Oh, Cqme Now! We're Middle-Class, Affluent, With Eight Kids-Of Course We Can Afford Food!'

Yea Stumpf, Boo Smith
To the Editor:
Hurrah for Prof. Harry Stumpf and
down with Sherman Smith! Smith, on
some Tuesdays and Thursdays I play
ring- around- the- campus at 10:30
a.m. myself. Normally I walk because
I live close by, but out of necessity on
those days (classes straight through
from 10:30 a.m. to 8:30p.m.) I drive,
and play the same game as Stumpf.
I was here at UNM as a student
from 1961-63. At the time you had
little less than half the total
enrollment as you do now-and
parking was a problem then. Instead
you were putting up education
complexes (perhaps needed?) and
athletic buildings (needed?). Why
don't you pull down Hodgin Hall
(condemned for 30 years now) and
provide more space?
What have you been doing in the
intervening eight or nine years,
knowing full well that students and
cars were going to increase
substantially? Building faculty offices
the likes of which are going up on
Zimmerman Field? Open up the rest
of Zimmerman for parking, at least it
would take some pressure off. What
you lack in foresight you sure make
up in hindsight!
Barbara G. McClintic
ToRonBaum
To the Editor:
Union Director Ron Baum seems
to be complaining about finding
himself in a position requiring
responsibility and decisive action,
and is reacting to the pressures of his
office with muddled non-action.
Please, Baum, stop trying to hide
from your own life and ours and
commit yourself to some definitive
action stronger than expelling
non-students and students without
ID's from the Union and then calling
for hot cider and chocolate in a
Union intended for service to "the
entire community." Address yourself
to the academic dynamic, or, if that
is beyond you, at least address
yourself to sound and honest
business ethics.
Grant Houston

those who remain, view no one with
animosity and especially do not look
upon anyone as an enemy.
Jerry Bailll·o
Barbara Chase
Glen Effertz
Dave Fritz
John Mateczun
forM* A*S*H
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By TIMOTHY WOODWARD
I would like to make a modest
proposal toward solving the domestic
problems that will face our nation in
the next decade. I believe we can
reunify the country through the
proper application of r~ght reason,
and the use of logic in my proposal
will be evident to all who have
contemplated the esoteric doctrines
of the thinking mind.
Though my proposal may seem a
little stern there is no doubt in my
mind that our situation calls for the
immediate application of thought in
a practical, scientific confrontation
of the material problems of
pollution, the high price of meats
and the general moral decay of the
American mind.
As an American citizen I call for
the legal cl\anriels of · Ol.\r political
system to form a committee for th~
of the fol
. A) T.he mo
za on o
goat·h.erds
.the free world to the
west· ·coast ·of. continen.tal America.
B) The est,ablishi:nent of legal and
financial protectioi1s for the
goat-h'erders needed to control a
herd of this size.

in

the educational facilities needed to
explain this proposal to the
American public.
By lining all the he-goats side by
side on the beaches of the west coast
from the Canadian border to the
southern tip of California,
instructing the goat-herders to drive
the goats before them, keeping pace
with the extreme ends of the line,
the herd, driving to the east coast
will eat all tin, paper and other
non-biodegradable materials,
transforming this blight into a trail
of bio-degradable natural wastes.
Let it be understood that the goat
is the only remaining solution to
America's most pressing problems. If
begun immediately my plan would
provide for the beautification of
America through the elimination of
unsightly garbage and the
revitalization of the waning ability of
the agricultural world to provide
meats for our expanding population.
From the increase of
goat-population occurring from the
natural processes of a well-fed and
secure herd, enough meat will be
produce to drive meat prices back
into the pocketbook of the average
American. The federal government
will be called upon to stimulate the
acceptance of this solution through
the publication of pamphlets
instructing the populace on the
methods of preparation of goat's
meat. Goat milk will be advertised as
more healthy than cow's milk.
As has been noted throughout
history, when an animal is
rec
sav r o a
particular society the species is given
the honor of becoming the national
dish." The pride generated from one's
having a unique national dish is
immeasurably healthy for the
depressed mental state now being

expressed in the country as a distaste
for the blandness of the American
diet. The introduction of the goat as
a national dish would rank with
India's sacred respect for the cow.
As in India our system would
naturally evolve legally to protect
the goats from being eaten until the
more pressing problem of unsightly
garbage could be brought under
control. Once the proposal was well
established the Church, of course,
would incorporate the goat-herder
in to the liturgy of the shepherd
r earning modern America and
preaching the re-unification
necessary to replace fish with goat at
the Good Friday rituals.
These shepherds will naturally
evolve, from the wealth of
experiences in walking the breadth
of the nation from coast to coast
(and getting paid for it) into a sect of
traveling moral philosophers, who
will be able to maintain contact with
the younger children because of their
appeal to the young romantic mind.
They would also be able to instruct
the children that followed them in
the higher solutions available to man
if he would only apply his powers of
reason.
I realize that to follow the dictates
of right reason will probably cause
Americans much international
ridicule as is the case when any
completely new and original idea is
introduced into the mundane world.
We will have to learn to live with
such jibes as "America finally eats
goat," and the "four-legged
solution"
hostile news
we can
all right thinking peoples will again
laud the inventive American spirit
for the discovery of the final
solution to the civilized world's
needs for cleanliness, more food and
moral rebirth.
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GSAC Proposes 'Course-Less' Degree
A proposal for the creation of
Bachelor's, Master's and Ph.D
degrees which require no course
worlc, was presented to the
Graduate Student Association
Council (GSAC) last night.
Peter Hartley, a graduate
student in American Studi<"s,
in traduced th<' proposal to the
GSAC asking consideration and
possible action on his Independent
Study Degree (ISD) proposal.
The proposal states "although
the BaclH•lor of University Studit>s

Degree (BUS) now requires only
128 credit hours and 40 credit
hours in courses numbering above
3 0 0, it still does little for the
student who has an interest in a
subject not covered. Also the
present BUS degree ties the student
to a system operating on the
principle that knowledge can be
quantified in credit hour chuneks.
A group of three faculty
members including possible
representation by a graduate
teaching assistant was advocated

by the proposal to "approve the
students' ISD proposal and agree to
work with him on it." Also
stipulated in the proposal was the
creation of a detailed and
personalized record to "insure that
the lSD would not be an evasion of
real achievement, as some might
fear. ISD's would require greater
commitment involvement, and
responsibility from both students
and faculty."
Hartley's pmposal suggests that
"the student should not be

Terrorism Ethics Explained
Sha-rj; Criticizes Punishm,ent faT Disobedience
Retired UNM law professor
Malcolm Sharp left about 100 law
students pondering the ethics of
terrorism following his talk at the
Law School Thursday.
''What
is
the
ethical
justification of the terrorist and
what should the ethical response
of the community be?" Sharp
asked, adding, "It's one of the
hard est questions to answer I
know."
He reviewed several historical
examples of disobedience to the
sta tc, ranging from peaceful
disobedience through revolution to
terrorism, and the punishments
they received. "Two great teachers
of the Western world, Jesus and
Socrates, wore victims of trials of
questionable legality," he said.
Henry David Thoreau was
eventually jailed for refusing to pay
taxes and Wl'Ote that his action was
a declaration· of war against the
state.
"Revolutions are in the line of
descent of every modem nation,
with about two arguable
exceptions," Sharp said and
discussed revolutions in our
nation's past. He noted the United
States became a wol'ld powel' by
supporting the Cuban revolution in
the 1890's. Revolutionaries usually
their
n,
lawyers
have sometimes held to be
analogous to the legal rights of
parties to a contract, but no state
adopts the paradox of recognizing
this right, he said.
In a passing remark on Southern
politicians such as Strom
Th.urmond and Vice President
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Agnew, Sharp said, ''The people
who are talking about law - and order now arc the inheritors of a
lawless tradition." Noting the
leniency usually accorded defeated
revolutionaries, such as
Confederate president Jefferson
Davis, he asked, "Why are
revolutionary leaders not hanged
for murder?"
The reason could be either
moral, or, as he hinted, more a
matter of prudence. He said he
finds it difficult to morally justify
the distinction in treatment
accorded revolutionaries and
terrorists and added, "If anything,
Jeff Davis looks a little worse."
In discussing terrorists Sharp
said their actions have usually
proved to be of no immediate
consequence, but that the true
tm•torist feels compelled to act in
spite of his knowledge of his own
ineffectiveness. He noted that
Marxism traditionally disapproves
of terrorism because of its
ineffectiveness.
Sharp was concerned about the
readiness of the press and public to
accept the guilt of Angela Davis,
accused of first-degree murder
under California law for allegedly
supplying the guns used in the
recent Marin County courthouse
recent y he doubted that
McCarthyism was returning, as has
been often suggested, but the
widespread presumption of Davis'
guilt has changed his mind. Calling
her "plainly a woman of first-rate
ability and character," he asked
what her intentions must have been
if she actually did what she is

accused of. "She apparently
wanted to get the defendants in
Marin County free," he said, "But
it was a half-baked job." Sharp said
the evidence against her is weak
and concluded, "If Ms. Davis' case
is well-tried, my bet is she'll get
off."
Sharp came to UNM as a visiting
professor of law five years ago after
his retirement from he University
of Chicago and taught here until
this yem·. In the early 1950's he was
one of the defense attorneys for
the Rosenbergs, convicted of
passing American atomic secrets to
Russia. He has written a book on
the trial.

.

required to have earned a
bachelor's degree already, before
earning a graduate degree under the
ISD program."
Hartley said, "I think a student
should be able to pursue an ISD
merely because he wants to escape
the system of credit hours and
arbitrary course content. On the
bachelor level it would be
reasonable for professors to suggest
that the student sit in on certain
classes. But at the master's and
doctoral level, the student has the
knowledge to make the decision to
sit in on certain lectures himself."
The ISD program also suggested
''As soon as practicable, the
university would institute an
experimental program on the Ph.D
and Master's levels in addition to
the Bachelor's level."
Hartley said, "The inclusion of
such a program is at least 15 to 20
years overdue." He suggested,
"Beginning with semester two of
the 1970-71 academic year, course
work shall no longer be required by
any school or department of UNM
for the attainment of the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy. The basis
for the granting of such a degree
shall be independent work
performed under the guidance of
the faculty, subject to the approval
of· the particular department
involved."
The proposal was discussed at
length and referred to fur'ther
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A resolution asking the New
Mexico Board of Educational
Finance (BEF) to reverse its ruli!Jg
on foreign student's requirements
to pay out of state tuition
indefinitely was passed by the
GSAC.
Present rulings require foreign
students to pay out of state tuition
of $525 per semester for as long as
they attend UNM. The resolution
asked that the BEF allow foreign
students to establish residence for
tuition purposes, under the same
provisions that apply to U.S.
citizens. The recommendations
also asked the GSA president to
pursue the change in foreign
students tuition requirements
through any established channels
'
m the name of the UNM, GSA.

.

UNM-ASU Game
The NCAA will award a
contract to the television
station in Albuquerque with
the highest bid this afternoon
to televise the clash tomorrow
between ASU and UNM at
Tempe.
Tickets have been sold out
for two days.
The game will be televised
tomorrow night.
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investigation and possible
modification by the GSAC.
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Photos by Major, Sanchez and Morgan, Film, camera and direction provided by Burge.

